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ITS WORLD RANKING:
Significant leap in the last 4 years
ITS has recorded a leap
in 2021 QS World University
Ranking (QS WUR) moving
from rank #800-1000 to rank
#751-800 according to a report
released by Quacquarelli
Symonds (QS) on June 10,
2020. ITS also rises to the top
6 universities in Indonesia.
This achievement reflects
all efforts done by ITS for
the past 4 years to provide
excellent and internationally
reputable education services.
Those efforts are including the
improvement in numbers of

Scopus-indexed international
publications, the number of
international mobility, as well
as the ITS website redesign.
Located in London, QS is a
reliable source to learn about
university’s performance. QS
WUR’s assessment manifests
in 6 important indicators that
are Academic Reputation,
Employer Reputation, Citations
per Faculty, Faculty Student,
International Faculty, and
International Students.

STRENGHTHENING SYNERGY WITH
ITS ALUMNI TOWARD WORLD CLASS
UNIVERSITY
Amid the covid-19 pandemic,
ITS strives in creating programs
to make sure the connection
to the alumni is limitless. On
June 20, 2020, ITS hosted a
webinar bringing the theme
“Strengthening Synergy with
ITS Surabaya’s Alumni toward
World Class University (WCU)”.
The virtual meeting was held
not only for gathering the
successful alumni but also for
synergizing the commitment of
alumni to support ITS towards
WCU.
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The invited speakers
Prof. Dr. Ir. Mochamad Ashari,
M.Eng (ITS Rector) and Rulli
Pratiwi Setiawan, Ph.D. (Senior
Manager for WCU - ITS) gave
a speech that was energetic,
enriching and insightful.
Huge appreciation also
went to the speakers as
representatives from IKA ITS
(ITS Alumni Association) and
IKA ITS Luar Negeri (ITS Global
Alumni Association) for sharing
innovating ideas and programs
for the better management of
ITS alumni in the near future.

ITS E-PROGRAMS:

Globally Connected at Home
Since the beginning of 2020, Covid-19 pandemic has
swept across the world, affecting various sectors of life,
including higher education. Studying abroad, echoed to be
a new normal in the end of 2019, and many interesting and
exciting international gatherings provided for academic
and administrative staff, are restricted in the “new normal”
era. In the time when physical mobility becomes a main
concern, innovation is necessary to survive and strengthen
its internationalization, might as well to stay in the global
race of World Class University. To answer that challenge,
ITS Surabaya is launching a series of E-Programs with main
purpose of bringing international exposure home.
E-Programs, aiming on maintaining the quality of global
education through a safe way by staying at home, gives
way to international students and academic staffs connect
and interact globally. It consists of many schemes available
in September 2020.

for students

E-INTERNSHIP

E-Internship is a program for
partner universities students’
enroll and take part in 1-6
months online internship
program in one of the
laboratories at ITS.

E-SHORT PROGRAM

E-Short Program is a program
to learn about community
and global issues through a
variety of insightful but fun
activities fully using online
platforms. This program is
open for university students,
academics, and professionals
from all over the world.

E- EXCHANGE

E-Exchange is a program for
partner universities students’
enroll and take online courses
at ITS for one semester using
online platforms.
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Further information
about E-Programs
http://www.its.ac.id/
international/e-program/

for academic staff

GUEST LECTURE
SERIES (GLS)

GLOBAL LEARNING
PROGRAM (GLP)

RESEARCHER AND
RESEARCH STUDENT
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
(R2SEP)

COLLABORATIVE
ONLINE
INTERNATIONAL
LEARNING (COIL)

A guest lecture in any fields
of interest in the field of
engineering, science, design
and art as well as any of the
UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Professors and
lecturers from all over the
world participate as guest
lecturers with the audience of
ITS students at any level.

A program to further develop
qualified research for the
researchers, research students
and junior lecturers with overseas
professors and lecturers as a
speaker.

A guest lecture program
adapting the concept of studium
generale embedded in courses
for undergraduate students to
provide international learning
environment by involving
professors and lecturers from
all over the world to participate.

COIL classes allow professors
and lecturers of two institutions
to conduct team-teaching with
ITS professors and lecturers for
students of both institutions.

